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Admin
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Homework 3 & midterm released. 
Recommended deadline 2 weeks from posting date. 

Little fixes:  
(1b) minimized -> maximized 
(eq 4) b -> exp{ b… 

6.864: Start thinking about project topics! 
Use Piazza to coordinate groups/project ideas.



Recap: language models & QA



GPT/ULMFit: Language modeling with neural sequence models

John  has  a  book.  Mary  has  an  apple.  He  gave  her  his

[Universal Language Model Fine-Tuning for Text Classification. Howard et al., 2018]

[Laguage Models are Unsupervised Multitask Learners. Radford et al., 2019]



1. Pretrain on a language modeling task on billions to 10billions of words 
2. Make a new “language modeling” dataset with your input-output pairs 
3. Fine-tune everyhing together:

Fine-tuning LMs: text output

Pretrain:

Fine-tune:

The following year she published a paper called Idealtheorie in Ringbereichen, analyzing ascending 
chain conditions with regard to (mathematical) ideals. Noted algebraist Irving Kaplansky called this 
work "revolutionary";  the publication gave rise to the term "Noetherian ring" and the naming of 
several other mathematical objects as Noetherian.

for Fitting's theorem and the Fitting lemma; and Zeng Jiongzhi (also rendered "Chiungtze C. Tsen" in 
English), who proved Tsen's theorem.  Who was Zeng Jiongzhi’s doctoral advisor? Emmy Noether.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ascending_chain_condition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ascending_chain_condition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideal_(ring_theory)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irving_Kaplansky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmy_Noether#cite_note-FOOTNOTEKimberling198118-43
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noetherian_ring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noetherian_(disambiguation)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fitting%27s_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fitting_lemma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsen%27s_theorem


Challenges in QA with sequence models
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In 1917, he passed the entrance examination and was admitted to Jiangxi Provincial First Normal 
College in Nanchang. He was subsidised by Lei Heng's son Tsebu S. Lee (雷雷⼦子布), who was studying in 
Japan on government scholarship. After graduation in 1920, Tsen taught in primary school for two 
years. In 1922, Tsen entered National Wuchang Senior Normal College[n 3] to study undergraduate 
mathematics, and he graduated in 1926. After graduation, he passed a scholarship examination for 
studying in the West, and he worked as teacher in high schools for two years to perform the mandatory 
teaching service of his degree.[3] 

In 1928, he went to Berlin University for language training for a year, and then he started studying 
mathematics at University of Göttingen in the summer semester of 1929. He studied algebra under 
Emmy Noether. Tsen received his doctoral degree in February 1934 under the supervision of Emmy 
Noether and Friedrich Karl Schmidt, and he dedicated his dissertation to his elder cousin Tsebu S. Lee. 
Having fled to the US, Noether evaluated the dissertation in a letter as "sehr gut" (very good). As a 
research fellow sponsored by the China Foundation for the Promotion of Education and Culture, Tsen 
did a postdoctoral research with Emil Artin at Hamburg University for a year. There he became friend 
with Shiing-Shen Chern, who was a graduate student back then. Chern remembered him as a cordial 
and open-minded person well-liked by everyone.[2] 

Who was Zeng Jiongzhi’s doctoral adviser? Emmy Noether.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-wuhanuniv-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-book-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_G%C3%B6ttingen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Karl_Schmidt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emil_Artin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamburg_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shiing-Shen_Chern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-ding-4
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In 1917, he passed the entrance examination and was admitted to Jiangxi Provincial First Normal 
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In 1917, he passed the entrance examination and was admitted to Jiangxi Provincial First Normal 
College in Nanchang. He was subsidised by Lei Heng's son Tsebu S. Lee (雷雷⼦子布), who was studying in 
Japan on government scholarship. After graduation in 1920, Tsen taught in primary school for two 
years. In 1922, Tsen entered National Wuchang Senior Normal College[n 3] to study undergraduate 
mathematics, and he graduated in 1926. After graduation, he passed a scholarship examination for 
studying in the West, and he worked as teacher in high schools for two years to perform the mandatory 
teaching service of his degree.[3] 

In 1928, he went to Berlin University for language training for a year, and then he started studying 
mathematics at University of Göttingen in the summer semester of 1929. He studied algebra under 
Emmy Noether. Tsen received his doctoral degree in February 1934 under the supervision of Emmy 
Noether and Friedrich Karl Schmidt, and he dedicated his dissertation to his elder cousin Tsebu S. Lee. 
Having fled to the US, Noether evaluated the dissertation in a letter as "sehr gut" (very good). As a 
research fellow sponsored by the China Foundation for the Promotion of Education and Culture, Tsen 
did a postdoctoral research with Emil Artin at Hamburg University for a year. There he became friend 
with Shiing-Shen Chern, who was a graduate student back then. Chern remembered him as a cordial 
and open-minded person well-liked by everyone.[2] 

Why are Zeng Jiongzhi’s mathematical contributions significant?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-wuhanuniv-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-book-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_G%C3%B6ttingen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Karl_Schmidt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emil_Artin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamburg_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shiing-Shen_Chern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-ding-4


Structured outputs
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Person Graduation Year Doctoral Adviser Dissertation Title

Emmy 
Noether

Friedrich 
Schmidt

Robert 
Berger



Multi-hop QA
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In 1917, he passed the entrance examination and was admitted to Jiangxi Provincial First Normal 
College in Nanchang. He was subsidised by Lei Heng's son Tsebu S. Lee (雷雷⼦子布), who was studying in 
Japan on government scholarship. After graduation in 1920, Tsen taught in primary school for two 
years. In 1922, Tsen entered National Wuchang Senior Normal College[n 3] to study undergraduate 
mathematics, and he graduated in 1926. After graduation, he passed a scholarship examination for 
studying in the West, and he worked as teacher in high schools for two years to perform the mandatory 
teaching service of his degree.[3] 

How many years did he spend teaching below the university level? Four years.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-wuhanuniv-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-book-5


Information retrieval



Long-form question answering
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Q: What caused the U.S. civil war?



Long-form question answering
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Q: What caused the U.S. civil war?

Do we even need machine learning for this problem?



Long-form question answering
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Q: What caused the U.S. civil war?

Do we even need machine learning for this problem?



Long-form question answering
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Let’s just find existing documents with answers!



Information retrieval

16

General form: define some

f(question, document)

that is large for related (question, doc) 
pairs and low for unrelated ones



Word co-occurrence
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Q: What caused the U.S. civil war?

f(question, document) = ∑
w

1[w ∈ question] ⋅ 1[w ∈ document]

does  appear in document?w



Problem: sparsity
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Q: What caused the U.S. civil war?

f(question, document) = ∑
w

1[w ∈ question] ⋅ 1[w ∈ document]

same content,  
different token



LSA to the rescue!
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The term-document matrix: 

rows are words 
columns are contexts 
entries indicate how many times word i appears in context j

dog

cat

the

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7

1 1

20 13 18 22 15 4 20

1 1
2 1 11

0
0 0

0 0
0Wtd =



Latent Semantic Analysis: Intuition

Most words don’t appear in most documents, so 
dimensionality reduction techniques cluster words with 

similar contexts even when they don't co-occur. 

V⊤

# documents

Σ

ç√

ç√

U# words



Retrieval with vector similarity
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Q: What caused the U.S. civil war?

f(question, document) = u⊤
𝗊 v𝖽

sum of word embeddings 
OR document embedding



More tricks
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Q: What caused the U.S. civil war?

tf-idf weighting: 



Modern solutions: pretrained representations
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f(question, document) = 𝙱𝙴𝚁𝚃(question)⊤ 𝙱𝙴𝚁𝚃(document)

fine-tune with supervision:

(what caused the civil war?, , true)d1

(why is the sky blue?, , false)d1

(why is the sky blue?, , true)d2

does doc.  answer the question?d1



Retrieving answers
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argmax𝖽𝗈𝖼 f(question, doc) = u⊤
𝗊 v𝖽

might be millions of these!

Lots of specialized algorithms / data structures  
for solving this problem:

[Gionis, Indyk & Motwani, 1999. Similarity Search in High Dimensions via Hashing]  
[Charikar, 2002. Similarity Estimation Techniques from Rounding Algorithms] 

[Shrivastava & Li, 14. Asymmetric LSH for Sublinear Time Maximum Inner Product Search]



Information extraction



Structured semantic queries
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Person Graduation Year Doctoral Adviser Dissertation Title

Emmy 
Noether

Friedrich 
Schmidt



Structured semantic queries
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Flight Airline

Departure

Arrival

Date Time

Date Time



Structured semantic queries
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Flight Airline

Departure

Arrival

Date Time

Hi Mom, 
Just booked my flight home 
for the holiday! I’ll be leaving 
Boston at noon on Sunday the  
18th and getting in at 3:30. 
Looking forward to seeing everyone 
soon!

TimeDate



Structured semantic queries
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Flight Airline

Departure

Arrival

Date Time

Hi Mom, 
Just booked my flight home 
for the holiday! I’ll be leaving 
Boston at noon on Sunday the  
18th and getting in at 3:30. 
Looking forward to seeing everyone 
soon!

TimeDate

Key advantage: can perform automated reasoning on structured meaning reps.!



Entity recognition
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Hi Mom, 
Just booked my flight home for the holiday! I’ll be 
leaving Boston at noon on Sunday the 18th and getting 
in at 3:30. Looking forward to seeing everyone soon!



Entity recognition
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Hi Mom, 
Just booked my flight home for the holiday! I’ll be 
leaving Boston at noon on Sunday the 18th and getting 
in at 3:30. Looking forward to seeing everyone soon!



Entity recognition
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leaving Boston at noon on Sunday the 18th and

CRF	/	transformer

∅ PLACE ∅ TIME ∅ DATE	DATE	DATE ∅

p( ∣ , …)noonTIME Classify tokens  
(e.g. w/ contextual representations)



Relation classification

flight leaving Boston at noon on Sunday the 18th

∅

departure.date

p( ∣ , …)flight, Sundaydeparture.date
Classify entity pairs  
(e.g. with ctx. 
representations)

33



One-shot relation extraction
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p( ∣ , …)flight, Sundaydeparture.date

need supervised data for every relation!



One-shot relation extraction
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p( ∣ , …)flight, Sundaydeparture.date

[e.g. Levy et al. 2017]

need supervised data for every relation!

instead, model:

p( ∣ , …)flight, Sundaytrue departure.date,



One-shot relation extraction
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p( ∣ , …)flight, Sundaydeparture.date

need supervised data for every relation!

instead, model:

p( ∣ , …)flight, Sundaytrue departure.date,

p( ∣ , …)flight, Sundaytrue departure date,

p( ∣ , …)flight, Sundaytrue my _ leaves on _,



Open challenges
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General-purpose knowledge base construction without 
a predefined schema?

Robust automated reasoning about noisily extracted 
facts?



Extractive question answering



Answering questions about documents
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In 1917, he passed the entrance examination and was admitted to Jiangxi Provincial First Normal 
College in Nanchang. He was subsidised by Lei Heng's son Tsebu S. Lee (雷雷⼦子布), who was studying in 
Japan on government scholarship. After graduation in 1920, Tsen taught in primary school for two 
years. In 1922, Tsen entered National Wuchang Senior Normal College[n 3] to study undergraduate 
mathematics, and he graduated in 1926. After graduation, he passed a scholarship examination for 
studying in the West, and he worked as teacher in high schools for two years to perform the mandatory 
teaching service of his degree.[3] 

In 1928, he went to Berlin University for language training for a year, and then he started studying 
mathematics at University of Göttingen in the summer semester of 1929. He studied algebra under 
Emmy Noether. Tsen received his doctoral degree in February 1934 under the supervision of Emmy 
Noether and Friedrich Karl Schmidt, and he dedicated his dissertation to his elder cousin Tsebu S. Lee. 
Having fled to the US, Noether evaluated the dissertation in a letter as "sehr gut" (very good). As a 
research fellow sponsored by the China Foundation for the Promotion of Education and Culture, Tsen 
did a postdoctoral research with Emil Artin at Hamburg University for a year. There he became friends 
with Shiing-Shen Chern, who was a graduate student back then. Chern remembered him as a cordial 
and open-minded person well-liked by everyone.[2] 

Who was Zeng Jiongzhi’s doctoral adviser? Emmy Noether.

Key idea: for lots of question answering problems, the 
answer occurs as a span in the document. 

Just treat this as a span classification problem!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-wuhanuniv-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-book-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_G%C3%B6ttingen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Karl_Schmidt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emil_Artin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamburg_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shiing-Shen_Chern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-ding-4


Training data
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Jacksonville is the largest city by population in the U.S. state of Florida, and the largest city by 
area in the contiguous United States. It is the county seat of Duval County, with which the 
city government consolidated in 1968. Consolidation gave Jacksonville its great size and 
placed most of its metropolitan population within the city limits; with an estimated 
population of 853,382 in 2014, it is the most populous city proper in Florida and the 
Southeast, and the 12th most populous in the United States. Jacksonville is the principal city 
in the Jacksonville metropolitan area, with a population of 1,345,596 in 2010.

Which Florida city has the biggest population? Jacksonville 

What was the population of Jacksonville in 2010? 1,345,596 

In which county does Jacksonville reside? Duval County

[Rajpurkar et al. 2016]



Simple attentional models

41[e.g. Chen & Manning 2017]

It is the county seat of Duval County, with which the city government

In which county does Jacksonville reside?

p(start = i) ∝ v⊤
𝗊 v𝖽

v𝗊

v𝖽

: question rep.

: document rep.



“Attention flow”-based models

42[e.g. Lee et al. 2016, Seo et al. 2016]

It is the county seat of Duval County, with which the city government

In which county does Jacksonville reside?

attention



“Attention flow”-based models

43[e.g. Lee et al. 2016, Seo et al. 2016]

It is the county seat of Duval County, with which the city government

In which county does Jacksonville reside?

attention

p(start = i) ∝ v⊤
𝗊 v𝖽



What is this good for?
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Successes for passage-based QA: 

- short source documents (1 or 2 paragraphs) 

- simple factoid questions 

- accuracy on standard English benchmarks:  
~65% for simple neural models  
~86% human accuracy 
~90% fanciest neural models (pretraining etc.)



Multi-hop questions
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In 1917, he passed the entrance examination and was admitted to Jiangxi Provincial First Normal 
College in Nanchang. He was subsidised by Lei Heng's son Tsebu S. Lee (雷雷⼦子布), who was studying in 
Japan on government scholarship. After graduation in 1920, Tsen taught in primary school for two 
years. In 1922, Tsen entered National Wuchang Senior Normal College[n 3] to study undergraduate 
mathematics, and he graduated in 1926. After graduation, he passed a scholarship examination for 
studying in the West, and he worked as teacher in high schools for two years to perform the mandatory 
teaching service of his degree.[3] 

How many years did he spend teaching below the university level? Four years.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-wuhanuniv-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-book-5


Models for multi-hop QA
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How many years did he teach below the university level? 

… graduation in 1920, Tsen taught in primary school for two years. In …

attention

…, and he worked as teacher in high schools for two years to perform …

attention



Models for multi-hop QA
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How many years did he teach below the university level? 

… graduation in 1920, Tsen taught in primary school for two years. In …

attention

…, and he worked as teacher in high schools for two years to perform …

attention

Still hard! Accuracy on English bencharks ~60%



Retrieving documents
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In 1917, he passed the entrance examination and was admitted to Jiangxi Provincial First Normal 
College in Nanchang. He was subsidised by Lei Heng's son Tsebu S. Lee (雷雷⼦子布), who was studying in 
Japan on government scholarship. After graduation in 1920, Tsen taught in primary school for two 
years. In 1922, Tsen entered National Wuchang Senior Normal College[n 3] to study undergraduate 
mathematics, and he graduated in 1926. After graduation, he passed a scholarship examination for 
studying in the West, and he worked as teacher in high schools for two years to perform the mandatory 
teaching service of his degree.[3] 

How many years did he spend teaching below the university level? Four years.

All models so far: assume passage is given!

What if we could compute ?∑
𝖽𝗈𝖼,𝖺𝗇𝗌𝗐𝖾𝗋

p(doc) p(answer ∣ doc)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-wuhanuniv-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiungtze_C._Tsen#cite_note-book-5


Pipelined approaches
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Easy: just retrieve passages with an information 
retrieval system like from the beginning of this lecture.

Then run models trained with passage supervision to 
answer open-ended questions!

[e.g. Chen & Manning 2017]



End-to-end approaches
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Learn the information retrieval step  
to optimize answer accuracy!

either:  

(1) fix a retrieval engine and use reinforcement learning  
to pick the right key [Buck et al. 2018] 

(2) build an ENORMOUS sparse transformer and train 
 end-to-end [Guu et al. 2020]



Harder problems



Abstractive question answereing
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Can we train models to generate novel answer text? 

[Fan et al. 2019]

Q: What exactly are vitamins?



Abstractive question answering
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Q: What exactly are vitamins?

[Fan et al. 2019]

(model: sentences with lots of words that overlap w question)



Abstractive question answering
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Q: What exactly are vitamins?

[Fan et al. 2019] (model: big language model)



Abstractive question answering

55

Still a very hard problem!



From retrieval to reasoning
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Hoping to rebound from their loss to the Patriots, the Raiders stayed at home for a Week 16 duel with the Houston 
Texans. Oakland would get the early lead in the first quarter as quarterback JaMarcus Russell completed a 20-yard 
touchdown pass to rookie wide receiver Chaz Schilens. The Texans would respond with fullback Vonta Leach getting 
a 1-yard touchdown run, yet the Raiders would answer with kicker Sebastian Janikowski getting a 33-yard and a 30-
yard field goal. Houston would tie the game in the second quarter with kicker Kris Brown getting a 53-yard and 
a 24-yard field goal. Oakland would take the lead in the third quarter with wide receiver Johnnie Lee Higgins 
catching a 29-yard touchdown pass from Russell, followed up by an 80-yard punt return for a touchdown. The 
Texans tried to rally in the fourth quarter as Brown nailed a 40-yard field goal, yet the Raiders' defense would shut 
down any possible attempt.

Can we integrate logical and numerical reasoning?

[Dua et al. 2019]

Q: how many yards was the second longest passing touchdown?



Numerical reasoning

57

a 29-yard touchdown pass from Russell, followed up by an 80-yard TD

What was the length difference between the two longest touchdowns?

v𝗊 : question rep.

[Dua et al. 2019]

label: - label: +

“do arithmetic” by assigning signs  
to passage numbers



Visual question answering

58[Antol et al. 2016]



Models for visual QA

59

What color is 
the necktie?

yellow



Models for visual QA
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Does the blue cylinder have the same 
material as the big block on the right side 
of the red metallic thing?

blue	cylinder

right	side

same	material

red	metallic

big	block

yes



Question answering for the real world



Answer bias
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Figure 5: Histogram of percentage of images for which
model produces same answer for a given question and
its comparison with test accuracy. The cumulative plot
shows the % of questions for which model produces same
answer for atleast x % of images.

model (60% for the ATT model, 73% for the MCB
model) which is more than the respective average
accuracy on the entire VQA validation set (54.13%
for the CNN+LSTM model, 57.02% for the ATT
model, 60.36% for the MCB model). Thus, pro-
ducing the same response across images seems to be
statistically favorable. Fig. 6 shows examples where
the CNN+LSTM model predicts the same response
across images for a given question. The first row
shows examples where the model makes errors on
several images by predicting the same answer for all
images. The second row shows examples where the
model is always correct even if it predicts the same
answer across images. This is so because questions
such as “What covers the ground?” are asked for
an image in the VQA dataset only when ground is
covered with snow (because subjects were looking
at the image while asking questions about it). Thus,
this analysis exposes label biases in the dataset. La-
bel biases (in particular, for “yes/no” questions) have
also been reported in (Zhang et al., 2016).

4 Conclusion

We develop novel techniques to characterize the be-
havior of VQA models, as a first step towards under-
standing these models, meaningfully comparing the
strengths and weaknesses of different models, devel-
oping insights into their failure modes, and identify-
ing the most fruitful directions for progress. Our be-
havior analysis reveals that despite recent progress,
today’s VQA models are “myopic” (tend to fail on
sufficiently novel instances), often “jump to conclu-
sions” (converge on a predicted answer after ‘listen-
ing’ to just half the question), and are “stubborn”

Figure 6: Examples where the predicted answers do not
change across images for a given question. See Appendix
VI for more examples.

(do not change their answers across images), with
attention based models being less “stubborn” than
non-attention based models.

As a final thought, we note that the somewhat
pathological behaviors exposed in the paper are in
some sense “correct” given the model architectures
and the dataset being trained on. Ignoring optimiza-
tion error, the maximum-likelihood training objec-
tive is clearly intended to capture statistics of the
dataset. Our motive is simply to better understand
current generation models via their behaviors, and
use these observations to guide future choices – do
we need novel model classes? or dataset with dif-
ferent biases? etc. Finally, it should be clear that
our use of anthropomorphic adjectives such as “stub-
born”, “myopic” etc. is purely for pedagogical rea-
sons – to easily communicate our observations to our
readers. No claims are being made about today’s
VQA models being human-like.
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Adversarial Examples for Evaluating Reading Comprehension Systems
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Abstract

Standard accuracy metrics indicate that
reading comprehension systems are mak-
ing rapid progress, but the extent to which
these systems truly understand language
remains unclear. To reward systems
with real language understanding abili-
ties, we propose an adversarial evalua-
tion scheme for the Stanford Question An-
swering Dataset (SQuAD). Our method
tests whether systems can answer ques-
tions about paragraphs that contain adver-
sarially inserted sentences, which are au-
tomatically generated to distract computer
systems without changing the correct an-
swer or misleading humans. In this ad-
versarial setting, the accuracy of sixteen
published models drops from an average
of 75% F1 score to 36%; when the ad-
versary is allowed to add ungrammatical
sequences of words, average accuracy on
four models decreases further to 7%. We
hope our insights will motivate the de-
velopment of new models that understand
language more precisely.

1 Introduction

Quantifying the extent to which a computer sys-
tem exhibits intelligent behavior is a longstanding
problem in AI (Levesque, 2013). Today, the stan-
dard paradigm is to measure average error across
a held-out test set. However, models can succeed
in this paradigm by recognizing patterns that hap-
pen to be predictive on most of the test examples,
while ignoring deeper, more difficult phenomena
(Rimell et al., 2009; Paperno et al., 2016).

In this work, we propose adversarial evaluation
for NLP, in which systems are instead evaluated
on adversarially-chosen inputs. We focus on the

Article: Super Bowl 50
Paragraph: “Peyton Manning became the first quarter-
back ever to lead two different teams to multiple Super
Bowls. He is also the oldest quarterback ever to play
in a Super Bowl at age 39. The past record was held
by John Elway, who led the Broncos to victory in Super
Bowl XXXIII at age 38 and is currently Denver’s Execu-
tive Vice President of Football Operations and General
Manager. Quarterback Jeff Dean had jersey number 37
in Champ Bowl XXXIV.”
Question: “What is the name of the quarterback who
was 38 in Super Bowl XXXIII?”
Original Prediction: John Elway
Prediction under adversary: Jeff Dean

Figure 1: An example from the SQuAD dataset.
The BiDAF Ensemble model originally gets the
answer correct, but is fooled by the addition of an
adversarial distracting sentence (in blue).

SQuAD reading comprehension task (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016), in which systems answer questions
about paragraphs from Wikipedia. Reading com-
prehension is an appealing testbed for adversarial
evaluation, as existing models appear successful
by standard average-case evaluation metrics: the
current state-of-the-art system achieves 84.7% F1
score, while human performance is just 91.2%.1

Nonetheless, it seems unlikely that existing sys-
tems possess true language understanding and rea-
soning capabilities.

Carrying out adversarial evaluation on SQuAD
requires new methods that adversarially alter read-
ing comprehension examples. Prior work in com-
puter vision adds imperceptible adversarial pertur-
bations to input images, relying on the fact that
such small perturbations cannot change an image’s
true label (Szegedy et al., 2014; Goodfellow et al.,
2015). In contrast, changing even one word of a

1
https://rajpurkar.github.io/

SQuAD-explorer/
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Existing models achieve “superhuman” performance  
on standard benchmarks without much understanding. 

(Learning very precise models of human annotators is  
a lot easier than learning to read!)
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Existing models achieve “superhuman” performance  
on standard benchmarks without much understanding. 

(Learning very precise models of human annotators is  
a lot easier than learning to read!)

Most existing QA datasets are designed to be interesting  
to academic researchers, not useful to ordinary people.
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Figure 1: Examples of visual questions asked by blind people and corresponding answers agreed upon by crowd workers.
The examples include questions that both can be answered from the image (top row) and cannot be answered from the image
(bottom row).

troduce images and questions from blind people as well as
questions that originally were spoken. Unlike existing vi-
sion datasets, images are often poor quality, including due
to poor lighting, focus, and framing of the content of in-
terest. Unlike existing VQA datasets, the questions can be
more conversational or suffer from audio recording imper-
fections such as clipping a question at either end or catching
background audio content. Finally, there is no assurance
that questions can be answered since blind people cannot
verify their images capture the visual content they are ask-
ing about for a plethora of reasons; e.g., blur, inadequate
lighting, finger covering the lens, etc. Several of the afore-
mentioned issues are exemplified in Figure 1.

More broadly, VizWiz is the first goal-driven VQA
dataset to capture real-world interests of real users of a
VQA system. Furthermore, it is the first VQA dataset to
reflect a use case where a person asks questions about the
physical world around himself/herself. This approach is
critical for empowering blind people to overcome their daily
visual-based challenges. Success in developing automated
methods would mitigate concerns about the many undesired
consequences from today’s status quo for blind people of re-
lying on humans to answer visual questions [9, 12, 27]; e.g.,
humans often must be paid (i.e., potentially expensive), can
take minutes to provide an answer (i.e., slow), are not al-
ways available (i.e., potentially not scalable), and pose pri-
vacy issues (e.g., when credit card information is shared).

2. Related Works
VQA for Blind Users. For nearly a decade, human-
powered VQA systems have enabled blind people to over-
come their daily visual challenges quickly [1, 9, 27]. With
such systems, users employ a mobile phone application to
capture a photo (or video), ask a question about it, and then
receive an answer from remotely located paid crowd work-
ers [9, 27] or volunteers [1]. Such VQA systems have been
shown to be valuable for many daily tasks including gro-
cery shopping [9], locating a specific object in a complex
scene [10], and choosing clothes to wear [12]. Yet, these
systems are limited because they rely on humans to pro-
vide answers. An automated solution would be preferred
for reasons such as cost, latency, scalability, and enhanced
privacy. For example, the latency between sending out an
image and getting the answer back may take minutes [9],
disrupting the natural flow of a blind user’s life. Our work
describes the unique challenges for creating public datasets
with data captured in natural settings from real-world users
and, in particular, blind users. Our work also offers the first
dataset for enabling algorithm development on images and
questions coming from blind people, which in turn yields
new vision-based and language-based challenges.
Images in Vision Datasets. When constructing vision
datasets, prior work typically used images gathered from
the web (e.g., [13, 28, 33, 36, 46]) or created artificially
(e.g., [7, 8, 21]). Such images are typically high quality and
safe for public consumption. For example, images curated
from the web intrinsically pass a human quality assessment

VQA for blind users:

Totally different problem—mostly about OCR!
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Technical solutions: 

- auto-balance output labels 

- train on adversarial examples

Human solutions: 

- collect data from real people and organic processes!



Next week: Dialogue


